The influence of translational and vibrational energy on the reaction of Cl with CH3D.
The reaction of Cl atoms with CH3D proceeds either by abstraction of hydrogen to produce HCl + CH2D or by abstraction of deuterium to produce DCl + CH3. Using Cl atoms with different amounts of translational energy, produced by photolysis of Cl2 with 309, 355, or 416 nm light, reveals the influence of translational energy on the relative reaction probability for the two channels. These measurements give an estimate of the energy barrier for the reaction for comparison to theory and indicate that tunneling is the dominant reaction mechanism at low collision energies. Adding two quanta of C-H stretching vibration causes the reaction to proceed readily at all collision energies. Detecting the vibrational state of the CH2D product shows that vibrational energy initially in the surviving C-H bond appears as vibrational excitation of the product, an example of spectator behavior in the reaction. The reaction produces both stretch and stretch-bend excited products except at the lowest collision energy. A subtle variation in the reaction probability of the lowest energy rotational states with translational energy may reflect the presence of a van der Waals well in the entrance channel.